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Harvest 2017 is upon us!  As I write this, our first grapes of the season (Sauvignon Blanc) are ripe and ready to be 
picked.  This harvest is particularly exciting for us as we avoided spring frost damage (and the resulting loss of fruit) 
for the first time in 5 years.  Our vines are loaded with clusters of grapes waiting their turn to be picked, crushed and 
pressed.  This year we will also crush a record 26 tons from our own vineyard and the local vineyards we contract with.  
The quality looks to be outstanding, so look for some rich opulent wines down the road.

Over the past few weeks we’ve had a couple questions from our wine club members that I think warrant an answer Over the past few weeks we’ve had a couple questions from our wine club members that I think warrant an answer 
and explanation.  We thought by putting the answer to these questions in the newsletter would be the best way to 
clarify these points to everyone at once.  Question #1:  Why can’t I pick up my wine the week before the wine club pick 
up party?  Answer:  A vast majority of the wine we have in inventory is stored off site at a warehouse in Temecula.  For 
space considerations we only keep enough of our current releases in the winery to last a few weeks.  Currently we only 
have about 150 cases stored at the winery, but over 2,100 cases stored in the warehouse.  A few days before our wine have about 150 cases stored at the winery, but over 2,100 cases stored in the warehouse.  A few days before our wine 
club pick up party I travel to Temecula and pick up all the wine we will need for the new wine club shipment.  Since we 
try to release at least two new wines with each shipment we need to add those cases to our local inventory.  This makes 
space really tight, so we wait as long as possible before bring the new wines in house.   So, the short answer is, we 
simply don’t have the wine.  Question #2:  Why do you show a “Mixed” wine club on your newsletter when you only 
offer a “Red” wine club?  Answer:  When we first began our wine club in 2009 we initially offered both a “Reds-only” offer a “Red” wine club?  Answer:  When we first began our wine club in 2009 we initially offered both a “Reds-only” 
club and a “Mixed” club.  Mixed club members would receive two bottles of red and one bottle of white wine each 
quarter.  Within a year or so we started directing our winemaking focus more toward making red wines rather than 
whites.  While still making white wine, our production volume was reduced to the point where we simply weren’t 
producing enough white wine to satisfy the needs of future Mixed club membership, so we discontinued our Mixed 
club.  However, anyone that was currently in the Mixed club was welcome to continue in that club indefinitely.  They 
were in essence “grandfathered”.  Mixed club members can switch to reds-only if they prefer, so that option is always were in essence “grandfathered”.  Mixed club members can switch to reds-only if they prefer, so that option is always 
available should they wish to do so.  I hope this clarifies those two points.

This quarter we’re excited to release three new wines; our 2014 Cabernet Sauvignon, 2014 Inversion and 2014 Shiraz.  
On the back of this newsletter you can read more about these three new additions to our red wine line up.  We hope 
you enjoy them as much as we enjoyed making them!  Happy Harvest 2017! 

Mike & Lisa     






